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SUBMISSION CONTENT:

--

The Kyneton- Redesdale road has had massive pot holes for over a year. Instead of doing anything about it the road now has that short metal fencing. That fencing is expensive, easily wrecked by trees falling & dangerous for motorbikes. Why are the potholes not fixed? But there is a useless fence? If roads are fenced, why not do wildlife fencing, tunnels or bridges instead? The amount of kangaroos that get killed along this road is several per night.

The section of this road through Mia Mia is 110kms. Although small, Mia Mia is a town, with a school bus shelter. People on horses trying to ride along & cross the road. Many people have horses in Mia Mia & want places to ride. There are no riding tracks, bicycle tracks or safe footpaths for people to push prams, how are the people of Mia Mia supposed to walk or horseride when there are no safe places to do so?

The road between Mia Mia and Heathcote has many sections with no white lines. This is super dangerous for a 110km busy road. Trucks, horsefloats & people with boats all use this road & for 2 to meet on the rise of the hill with no lines, it is very dangerous!! White lines need to be continued all along this road & this road needs to be widened slightly in some sections to make this possible.

So in summary on this road please: improve wildlife safety, fix potholes, reduce speed in Mia Mia, create safe tracks for bikes, horseriders & walkers on the side of the road in Mia Mia, add a caution horses sign in Mia Mia, put white lines all the way from Mia Mia to Heathcote.

Thank you
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